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be kept. Statements of the many persons who work with the
child and his own statements of purpose and accomplishment
should also be included in the records since they are most
indicative of his character and general rate of growth.
The total picture presented by the cumulative records is
most significant in indicating the particular kind of guidance
each child needs. The record is valuable, too, in helping the
teacher study the child as he grows and matures, in helping
teachers and parents to maintain continuity in their guidance
of him, in helping to keep continuity in study experiences
from year to year, and in helping to correlate the child's
school and out-of-school activities. Finally, if the data are
kept specific and objective, they will help to furnish part of
the basis for curriculum building from year to year.
The records should be simple and in a form which is
planned cooperatively by all the teachers in a school, or ac-
ceptable to them. One usable plan is to have a series of
folders for each child representing each area of his records,
i.e., each folder holds a different kind of evidence. The chil-
dren can help to compile certain of the records and have
access to their folders if a separate file is kept by the teacher
to record special problems. When such a plan is used, the
teacher may keep a loose-leaf record or notation pad for daily
notes on pupils' behavior. Notes revealing major immediate
needs are transferred periodically to the special problems
record.
The follow-up work a teacher does on each case and the
recording of data about goals upon which all are working con-
tribute to having consistent records and to developing among
itie teachers a common understanding of education and of
growth.
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homemaking teacher is a key person.   Because of her
of experience and interest in education for home
v living, the homemaHng teacher should function
$s coordinator of the "core" experiences.   At times
assume responsibility, for leading in planning
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^e ppfects; at <$her times she will serve

